
Ready to Take the NEW HTML5 app from GolfTraxx Out for a Spin?  

Q: YES!  Tell me what do I need to do?

A:  GolfTraxx has made it simple.  First visit https://golftraxx.com, select Login from the Top 
Navigation.

GolfTraxx has now integrated Facebook login for simple and seamless integration with our site.  So 
just click on the Facebook Login button shown.

After successful FB login, you will be automatically taken to your User profile page on golftraxx.com:  

https://golftraxx.com/


From here you can configure the clubs in your bag to exactly what you have.  

If you're in a hurry to just go play, you can simply go with the default distances for each club and click 
Update.  

If you have 5 minutes, from this page, you can customize the club names to match what's in YOUR 
bag, and customize the distance ranges for each of the clubs in your bag such that they reflect the 
distances that YOU hit each of your clubs.  Of course, the 14 club limit still applies but if you're going 
to use a different club on a specific course, or on a specific day, just change it out with another club in 
your bag.  Our logic does require that you keep a Driver, Putter, and Sand Wedge in your bag.  You can 
still configure their distances.

While we understand that distances you hit each club really do overlap, our automatic club selection is 
based on the specified “normal” distances you hit each club, and cannot overlap.  Don't worry, we will 
let you know if you have overlapping distances in your bag.  When you're finished, just click Update. 

Below the What's in My Bag club  configuration, a list of nearby courses should be shown.



Based on the line-of-sight distance you are from the clubhouse of each nearby course, the courses will 
be ranked by their proximity to your current location, closest courses listed first.

If you don't see a list of courses, click the Click HERE To Allow GolfTraxx to Use My Location 
link.

If you still don't see a list of courses, the GPS in your phone needs to be turned on, and set to high 
precision mode.  Once you can see a list of nearly courses, you're ready to go.

If the course you're intending to play does not appear in the list of nearby courses, it just means it has 
not yet been mapped.  

GolfTraxx has over 22,000 courses in it's database now.  You can view lists of courses, but state, by 
zipcode/postal code, by country from the home page of our site.

You can also see how your state, territory, or country is doing on the golftraxx.com “golfiness” scale.



Point your browser to https://golftraxx.com/golftraxx_golfiness.php for a complete ranking by state, 
territory, and country of where courses are already mapped...which is pretty much 
EVERYWHERE...All 50 states, 10 territories, and close to 70 countries around the world have 
golftraxx-mapped courses now. 

A course can be mapped in 15 minutes if you know the route.

https://www.golftraxx.com/golftraxx_how_to_map_a_course_online.pdf 

If you need driving direction to get the course, click the address link shown for the course.  Your phone 
will launch the Google Maps application on your device and provide turn-by-turn direction to the 
course.

You will need to have wi-fi or 3g/4g/5g available for the next step. Downloading course data to your 
device.   Of course we need an internet connection to download the course data to your device.  But wi-
fi or 3g/4g/5g  is only required for the initial single download of the course to your device on the day 
you're playing.   Internet access is NOT required while you are playing.  In addition, as a courtesy to 
other players in your group, PLEASE adjust the volume of the ringer on your phone so it doesn't 
disturb your playing companions while you're playing the round.  

We store all the data for the course you're playing and your shot and scoring data on your device while 
you're playing since many courses do not have available 3g/4g/5g or wi-fi internet while playing.  We 
continue to record your shots, scoring, and stats even if no internet access if available as well.  You can 
upload all the data collected during your round to your User Profile once internet is available again at 
the end of your round.  

All shots played, the club used, the position played from, the shot's final destination, and stats about the 
shot relative to intended target are recorded for the purpose of keeping stats and providing feedback on 
your play, even if no internet is available.

Once you've arrived at the course, from this same page, or from https://golftraxx.com/dev7.php or  
https://golftraxx.com/dev8.php or from  https://golftraxx.com/dev3.php you can select View Hole to 
view spectacular Google Maps API imagery of the holes on the course you have selected and your 
location relative to that hole.

When you're ready to start playing, just click Scoring/Stats to start playing.

A page similar to the page shown below for the course you selected will be displayed:

https://golftraxx.com/dev3.php
https://golftraxx.com/dev8.php
https://golftraxx.com/dev7.php
https://www.golftraxx.com/golftraxx_how_to_map_a_course_online.pdf
https://golftraxx.com/golftraxx_golfiness.php




The hole #, the par, and the yardages listed on the scorecard for each tee on the hole should be 
displayed if we have an up-to-date scorecard for the course.  If we don't, please take a minute and take 
a CLEAR photo of the card and send it to us for update.  

Don't let the blank scorecard mislead you.  It will auto-complete each time you click PLAY SHOT.

We recommend adjusting your screen display such that the PLAY SHOT button appears in the top 
right corner for simplest use while playing.  Using two fingers drag the edges of the screen slightly 
closer together.

On a side note, if you've concluded from seeing this screen, that my home office is very near the Contra 
Costa Country Club, you are correct...closest hole #5 is 400 yards...lol!  Unfortunately, not  member.

Your computer browser will also show this same page, including the yardages, although depending 
which browser you are using you may need to configure the browser or even your computer OS in the 
case of Mac Book to allow the browser and/or the golftraxx.com website to have access to your 
location information.

By default, we start you on the first hole, but if you're playing a scramble or shotgun start and starting 
on a different hole, just move on to the next hole by Clicking Next Hole.  You can always come back to 
prior unplayed holes.  .  

From where ever you're standing, yardage distances will be provided distances to front, center and back 
of the green and to the tee target ( always a safe place for your first shot to land).  Change the Tee to 
the tee you're playing and the scorecard yardages for the hole will be updated automatically.

If the course you selected has Extras already mapped the distance to reach and carry those Extras will 
be shown as well.  

Click Play Shot and you will see the number of shots played on the hole increase.  As  each shot is 
played, based on your location, our logic determines whether your tee shot hit the fairway, whether you 
landed on the green in regulation, the number of chips of putts you had on the hole, and more.  

You will notice that the yardage distances continue to update as you're moving.  Similar to when we 
first launched golftraxx, it can take up to a minute or so while walking (or riding in the cart) for the 
distances to “true up” on a specific hole.   This will happen automatically.  

Close to half of the  GPS-mapped courses in our database now have extras, so chances are 50/50 that 
you'll see some Extras along your route.

Based on your distance from the Center of the Green or from Tee Target, depending on your shot 
location, GolfTraxx will automatically select your club for you using your personalized club distances.  

Of course, you can always select a different club for the shot you're playing next.   This is by design so 
we can minimize the number of clicks you need to play each shot.  While you're playing, if we pick the 
correct club, you just click Play Shot to record shots, to keep your score, to track your hole-by-hole 
stats, and to preserve those stats for post-round analysis and game improvement tips.  The scorecard is 
updated as well as your stats for the hole you're playing after each shot.  

You will notice that on the first shot of each hole, we will select your Driver for you, and place your lie 
on the tee box, and select the correct club based upon the distances you hit your clubs to reach the tee 



target or green center.   If you slice or hook your your drive and end up more than 20 yards from tee 
target, you may see we have updated your lie location to the long grass instead of the fairway.  

When you're within 20 yards of Green Center we automatically update to putter with lie on the putting 
green.  

To advance to the next hole simply click Next Hole button.  When you have finished the round, you 
can click the Upload button to upload your score, stats, and shots to the golftraxx.com website and 
view your previous rounds played, the corresponding scorecards, drill down to hole-by-hole shot 
summary, and view your stats from your player profile section:

Reviewing and Understanding your Statistics

Viewing your stats for each round played is simple.  After logging in with Facebook to the 
https://golftraxx.com  website, you simply select click the link of the appropriate Scorecard for the 
course and/or round you wish to review.  

https://golftraxx.com/


After selecting the desired round, a screen similar to the following is shows:

Directly below the scorecard summary are summary charts, maps, graphs, and charts to help you 
evaluate your play.

Before we have a look at the charts, have a look at the shots played for a particular hole.  Click View 
Shots to see the positions from which each shot was played on a particular hole.  



Clicking on the green shot number icon will display the club used, the distance you hit the shot, as well 
as distance to green center or tee target., with a calculation of whether you were short, long, left, or 
right of the tee target of green center positions.  

Reviewing shots played on each hole is an excellent way to refresh your memory about the shots 
played during the round and where opportunities existed to improve your score.  As you will see, 
identifying the exact types of “scoring” shot that need more practice will result in reducing your 
average error on these shots.  

Below the scorecard summary, you will find several graphs and charts, with many more under 
development as I write this.



One of the things that helps us improve our games the fastest is knowing what parts of our game are the 
weakest, and are therefore what we should be focusing during our practice.   Precisely identifying 
which clubs and/or distances give us the most problem  is a key step to gaining that understanding.   



There are four components we look at using these next 4 graphs:

1. How precise are my shots with particular clubs?  (measured by remaining distance to Green 
Center)

2. How effective are my shots with particular clubs?  Or in other words, when I use that club, how 
many shots do I need on average to finish a hole?

3. How precise are my shots from particular distances?  (measured by remaining distance to Green 
Center)

4. How effective are my shots from particular distances?  Or in other words, when I play a shot 
from a particular distance how many  shots do I need on average to finish a hole?

Precision requires little explanation.  We all know that if we hit a shot to within 3 feet of the hole, we 
have an extremely high probability of making the ensuing putt and achieving a great score on the hole.  
It is POSSIBLE that we hit every shot precisely enough to result in a one yard remaining putt....it's just 
not very likely.  

So the interesting question is: given shots from particular distances, or with particular clubs, what are 
are the average distances remaining after that shot, and how effective was that club in REDUCING 
additional shots required to complete the hole?    

The series of graphs shown below Scoring Summary and Putts Breakout answer these 4 questions:
 
The Average Precision (By Club) graph answers question #1.  

The Average Shots To Complete Hole (By Club) graph answers question #2.  
 
The Average Precision (By Distance) graph answers question #3.  

The Average Shots To Complete Hole (By Distance) graph answers question #4.  

Focus your practice on the shots and distances that give you the most trouble and we guarantee you'll 
improve...quickly.

We have also added two additional graphs to depict more precisely the opportunity for rapid 
improvement in your game with your “scoring clubs.”

Improved precision with scoring clubs can result in a RAPID improvement in your scores.  

The concept is exactly the same as described for longer shots analyzed above but we isolate scoring 
clubs and short range distances to show what an improvement from average of 10 yards error (30 feet) 
to an average of 1 yard error (3 feet) will do for your score.  At MINIMUM, dialing in your scoring 
clubs to one yard average errors will improve your score by 10-15 shots per round.   The great thing is 
you will see faster improvement in the precision and shots required to complete categories of your 
scoring clubs if you practice them.  

Stars of the game such as Phil Mickelson and Jordan Spieth spend hours and hours “dia'ing in” their 
precision on their scoring clubs, especially their putting, alternating between 40-50 foot length putts 
with the idea being to get every single one inside that three foot circle and change it up so their mind is 
adapting to the current terrain.  

 Of course the further back you can go and still attain the result inside the three foot circle, the better 



golfer you're going to become. 

More and more practice areas are getting set up to enable golfers to practice shots from different 
distances.  More and more par 3 courses are opening with the idea of enabling golfers who only have 
an hour to spend to really provide more opportunity to dial in their short approaches.

Look for the opportunity to dial in a practice area such as what's shown at Rancho Vista Driving 
Range.  Spend all the time you can there before every single round you play.  Once you see how 
reducing the error in your average precision graph and reducing the average number of shots to 
complete by club and/or distance dramatically improves your results, you'll be hooked for life.   

Q: So what made you re-start the golftraxx project now?  

A; For several months now since that Xiaomi announcement in 2018, we have truing up the course 
mappings we did in Google Earth all the way back to 2007 (post Google Maps corrections) and 
updating the scorecards for the courses, as well as adding extras for thousands of courses in the 
database.  All of this, AFTER Google Earth made corrections to their own maps.  We knew twelve 
years ago that it was just a matter of time for it to happen.  You may recall that even way back in 2007 
then there were certain areas like Las Vegas, NV that had very high precision and clarity Google Earth 



maps.  The course I played in Danville, CA was another course where high precision Google Earth 
mapping had been already achieved back in 2007.  By integrating Google Maps API 3.3 we have been 
able to show the world what we could not for many years, specifically that the mapping we did was 
high quality that simply needed enabling technologies to catch up with our innovative approach.

Q: So what can you tell us about this new app?  What's different and why did you create it?

A: From the start, we have been a scorecard, GPS distances, and stats application, but not a course map 
application.  You can see screenshots from the earliest versions on our historical home page: 
https://www.golftraxx.com/index2.html  You can see that even in the versions in 2006/2007, we had 
logic to select your club, provide distances, and capture shot by shot data in a single click.  We wanted 
a version that could be used by everyone, where maintenance costs would be substantially reduced by 
maintaining a SINGLE code base, versus for Android and IOS application revisions for every OS 
upgrade or release.  We also wanted to integrate map imagery, and were excited about the new version 
of Google Map 3.3 API's, post the map corrections so that the higher precision maps would also 
demonstrate  the quality of the course mappings we have created using Google Maps themselves.  In 
addition, Golftraxx has always been a take-everywhere app that works even where there is no wi-fi or 
3G/4G and we wanted to preserve that feature in out next gen version.

One of the other things we learned and focused on, even from those earliest versions was that “too 
many clicks spoil the soup!”   For on-course stats to be tracked and for scores to be kept, and ALSO for 
ready-golf to continue to be played, the scoring and stats capture MUST be accomplished with the 
fewest clicks possible.  We figured that out way back in 2007 on our Garmin version, and from what 
we can tell, not one of our competitors has come close, even to this day.  To make it happen, we select 
your club for you based on the distances you hit your clubs, and we determine your lies, and your 
clubs, and your chips and putts, and whether you hit fairways or greens in regulation based on location, 
such that 80-90% of your shots required just ONE click per shot to capture scoring AND accurately 
record your playing stats.

Of course the Google Earth imagery embedded in our html 5 app and in our website speaks for itself 
and is the big new feature.  It accurately depicts where you are on the course from View Hole 
(anywhere that wi-fi or 3g/4g/5g is available), and where landmarks and hole features are relative to 
your current location in stunning imagery.  

HTML5 also now provides support for “Where Am I?” which enables us to provide dynamic lists of 
hundreds of nearby courses that can be selected to play a round of golf in a few seconds, and provide 
turn-by-turn directions through Google Maps to arrive at the course.  

These were some of the have-to-have qualities we wanted to offer in our html5 version of golftraxx.

Q: Wow! And you were able to do all this in html5?

A: Yes, I am quite pleased with the HTML 5 app we have brought to life for golfers worldwide in this 
newest version of golftraxx against some remarkably stacked odds against us.  Of course, it relies 
heavily on the database that we created 12 years ago and continue to update with additional courses and 
further tuning.  As you have already heard we have been under hacker attacks non-stop for the past 
several months, deleting data, changing site pages, and wreaking havoc.  But through all that, our users 
stayed quite happy.  

Month-over-month we are achieving record numbers of page views on the site, even after excluding the 
hacker traffic.  Last month we received over 200,000 page views on the site, a new all-time high.  Just 

https://www.golftraxx.com/index2.html


like the earliest versions, the course can be downloaded to your browser ONCE and then the entire 
round played without ever re-connecting to the internet.  Shots are captured in a single click including 
club selection, lie, distance to target.  GIRs, Fairways Hit, Chips, and Putts are all tracked 
automatically.

Q: And what's next for golftraxx from here?

A: Now that we are capturing scores, shot details, and stats for rounds played on your device and ALL 
of that data can be uploaded to the golftraxx.com website IN A SINGLE CLICK after the round thanks 
to Facebook integration, the NEXT STEP is providing a rich statistics framework for golfers to review 
their stats and receive eye-opening specific recommendations for their game.   There are a LOT of stats 
frameworks out there for golfers, but the key difference with the golftraxx framework is you don't 
have to do all the data entry required by these other frameworks to see the stats we capture.  These stats 
will serve as the basis for us to provide “post-round analysis and recommendations” for improving your 
game.”  

Click upload after each round and then from within your user profile, you will be able to start 
analyzing EXACTLY where your shots were lost and where you could have saved MANY, MANY 
more.  Think of it as taking a playing lesson, where the pro goes with you on the course and makes 
recommendations that can save you considerable amounts of shots by playing smarter golf during that 
round and in future rounds.  Our stats analysis will help golfers identify weaknesses in their game and 
give actionable feedback to help improve their games.   We started actually capturing stats back in 
2007 in our PALM TREO, Pocket PC, and Garmin Ique versions.  We kept all the logic, and even the 
data tables so when we could capture the information accurately we would continue the work.  



We are adding graphs and charts in the statistic portion of the site as we speak.  These can be view 
while viewing the scorecard detail for any round you have played then uploaded to the golftraxx.com 
website.  Uploads of EVERYTHING are now completed in a SINGLE CLICK.  While still under 
development, we are really excited about the whole new dimension the statistical analysis and graphs 
will bring to our website and to interactions with our customers.  I am eager to hear feedback from our 



golftraxx community as they try out the new scoring and stats features.  

Expanding our global reach is our other big action item.  While golftraxx.com does now have over 
22,000 courses in its database in over 60 countries, there are many countries where our golf course 
penetration rate in the country is less than 10%.   It is our plan to reach 90% penetration in every major 
golf market in the world in the upcoming year and cross the 30,000 course threshold.  To do this, we of 
course need the assistance of the golfer community.   There are 209 countries in the world with golf 
courses.  It is our goal to have courses in every single one of these.  Our new website makes it easy to 
navigate in a a single click to any continent or country in the world, to see the list of courses we have in 
each country or state or zip, and to view the scorecard and course maps for each course in our database 
using Google Maps API 3.3 mapping technology.  In a single click from our lists of courses, you can 
add pr map your favorite if it's not yet in our list.  



Q: Besides mapping courses and mapping extras and uploading my rounds, what can I do to help?  

A:  Please ask ALL your golfing friends whether they have tried out golftraxx for yardages, scoring, 
and stats tracking.  Google has been busy removing search results to our website pages from their 
search results, AFTER first adding thousands of links to our site edit pages a few months back which 
enabled the hackers to do the damage, so in effect trying their best to make it  difficult to even FIND 
our pages now, so we need to grow our user base the old fashioned way...by word-of-mouth (aka 
organically).  We just experienced our highest month of page visits EVER (over 200,000 page views 
last month), so it's happening despite the on-going efforts to stop us.  

About a third of our page requests are routed to our hosting company where we can see  the browser 
that requested them.  CloudFlare does not provide the same level of granularity for the 100,000 plus 
pages of cached content, but this statistic is one that should send Google executives reeling.  You think 
that our site visitors haven't figure out what Google is trying to do to our site??

 
Less than 10% of requests were through Google Chrome.   

Q: Frank, Thanks for taking the time to speak with us.  Best of luck with everything in this blossoming 
venture!

A: I want to thank the loyal golftraxx community for their continuing support.  I truly hope they enjoy 
the new product and that it really helps improve their game.  More to come soon... I PROMISE!

Frank DeBenedetti
GolfTraxx.com
 


